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Recent Books by Presenters
Most books in this brochure are available this week at the Ryerson
Campus Store (17 Gould St corner Victoria)

Open Wednesday to Friday, 9:30am to 4:30pm.
Books at the Circuits of Cinema display and other Campus Store items
are discounted 10% for conference participants.
Remaining copies will be on sale outside LIB-072 during the Friday
morning coffee break, 10:15 to 10:45am.
Sincere thanks to Guy Thomas, purchaser

Watching Films:
New Perspectives on
Movie-going, Exhibition
and Reception
Edited by Albert Moran
and Karina Aveyard
Paper $28.50
ISBN: 9781841505114Published
August 2013

Intellect Press, distributed in
North America by University
of Chicago Press
Whether we stream them on
our laptops, enjoy them in
theaters, or slide them into
DVD players to watch on our
TVs, movies are part of what
it means to be socially connected in the twenty-first century. Despite its
significant role in our lives, the act of watching films remains an area of social
activity that is little studied, and thus, little understood.
In Watching Films, an international cast of contributors correct this problem
with a comprehensive investigation of movie going, cinema exhibition, and film
reception around the world. With a focus on the social, economic, and cultural
factors that influence how we watch and think about movies, this volume
centers its investigations on four areas of inquiry: Who watches films? Under
what circumstances? What consequences and affects follow? And what do these
acts of consumption mean? Responding to these questions, the contributors
provide both historical perspective and fresh insights about the ways in which
new viewing arrangements and technologies influence how films get watched
everywhere from Canada to China to Ireland.
Contributions by Daniël Biltereyst, Deb Verhoeven, Kathryn Fuller-Seeley, Mike
Walsh, Douglas Gomery, Jeffrey Klenotic, Kathleen Lotze and Philippe Meers,
Clara Pafort-Overduin, and more.

Locating the Moving Image:
New Approaches to Film and Place
Edited by Julia Hallam
and Les Roberts
ISBN: 978-0-253-01105-3
2013. Paper 276 pages
Indiana University Press
Leading scholars in the field of geo-spatial visual studies
examine the social experience of cinema and the different ways in which film
production developed as a commercial enterprise, as a leisure activity, and as
modes of expression and communication. Topics include film practices in rural
and urban communities, development of cinema by amateur filmmakers, and
use of GIS to map film’s spatial development and cinema going as social
practices. Contributions by Robert C. Allen, Jeffrey Klenotic, Daniël Biltereyst &
Philippe Meers, Deb Verhoeven & Colin Arrowsmith, Sébastien Caquard & more.

Explorations in New Cinema History:
Approaches and Case Studies
Edited by Richard Maltby, Daniël Biltereyst
and Philippe Meers
ISBN: 978-1-4051-9949-0
352 pages. 2011
Wiley-Blackwell
Explorations in New Cinema History brings together cutting-edge
research by the leading scholars in the field to identify new approaches to
writing and understanding the social and cultural history of cinema,
focusing on cinema’s audiences, the experience of cinema, and the
cinema as a site of social and cultural exchange.
Contributions from Robert C. Allen, Jeffrey Klenotic, Annette Kuhn, John
Sedwick, Kathryn Fuller-Seeley, Clara Pafort-Overduin, Lies van de
Vijver, Deb Verhoeven, Paul Moore, Stephen Hughes & more.

Australian Film
Festivals:
Audience, Place and
Exhibition Culture
Kirsten Stevens
ISBN 978-1-137-58130-3
eBook and Hardcover

• Examines the Australian response to and engagement with film festivals
beyond models set by Europe and North America.
• Traces the history, proliferation, and current practice of film festivals in
Australia.
• Explores Australia’s audience-focused practice in relation to the global film
festival operation.
This is the first book to offer an in-depth examination of the history, operation,
and growth of film festivals as a cultural phenomenon within Australia. Tracing
the birth of film festivals in Australia in the 1950s through to their present
abundance, it asks why film festivals have prospered as audience-driven
spectacles throughout Australia, while never developing the same industry and
market foci of their international fellows. Drawing on over sixty-years of archival
records, festival commentary, interviews with festival insiders and ephemera,
this book opens up a largely uncharted history of film culture activity in
Australia.

Envisioning Freedom:
Cinema and the Building of
Modern Black Life
Cara Caddoo
HARDCOVER
$36.00 • £28.95 • €32.50
ISBN 9780674368057
304 Pages: October 2014
Harvard University Press
Envisioning Freedom examines the
forgotten history of early black film
exhibition during the era of mass
migration and Jim Crow. By
embracing the new medium of
moving pictures at the turn of the
twentieth century, black Americans
forged a collective—if fraught—
culture of freedom.
In Cara Caddoo’s perspective-changing study, African Americans emerge as
pioneers of cinema from the 1890s to the 1920s. Across the South and Midwest,
moving pictures presented in churches, lodges, and schools raised money and
created shared social experiences for black urban communities. As migrants
moved northward, bound for Chicago and New York, cinema moved with them.
Along these routes, ministers and reformers, preaching messages of racial uplift,
used moving pictures as an enticement to attract followers.
But as it gained popularity, black cinema also became controversial. Facing a
losing competition with movie houses, once-supportive ministers denounced
the evils of the “colored theater.” Onscreen images sparked arguments over
black identity and the meaning of freedom. In 1910, when boxing champion Jack
Johnson became the world’s first black movie star, representation in film
vaulted to the center of black concerns about racial progress. Black leaders
demanded self-representation and an end to cinematic mischaracterizations
which, they charged, violated the civil rights of African Americans. In 1915, these
ideas both led to the creation of an industry that produced “race films” by and
for black audiences and sparked the first mass black protest movement of the
twentieth century.

Danish but Not Lutheran:
The Impact of Mormonism on
Danish Cultural Identity, 18501920

Julie K. Allen
288 Pages. 2017
Hardback 9781607815457 - $36.00
eBook 9781607815464 - $29.00
University of Utah Press
The Danish-Mormon migration to
Utah in the 19th century was,
relative to population size, one of the
largest European religious outmigrations in history. Few know
about the social and cultural
ramifications of their ancestors’
conversion to Mormonism. This book
tells that exciting, complex story.
In 1849, after nearly a thousand years of state- controlled religion, Denmark’s
first democratic constitution granted religious freedom. One year later, the
arrival of three Mormon missionaries in Denmark and their rapid success at
winning converts to their faith caused a crisis in Danish society over the
existential question: "How could someone be Danish but not Lutheran?" Over
the next half-century nearly thirty thousand Danes joined the LDS Church, more
than eighteen thousand of whom emigrated to join their fellow Mormons in
Utah. This volume explores the range of Danish public reactions to Mormonism
over a seventy-year period—from theological concerns articulated by Søren and
Peter Christian Kierkegaard in the 1850s to fear-mongering about polygamy and
white slavery in silent films of the 1910s and 1920s—and looks at the personal
histories of converts.

Borderland Films:
American Cinema, Mexico
and Canada during the
Progressive Era
Dominique Brégent-Heald
448 pages Hardcover 2015
978-0-8032-7673-4 $60.00
University of Nebraska Press

The concept of North American
borderlands in the cultural
imagination fluctuated greatly
during the Progressive Era as it
was affected by similarly
changing concepts of identity
and geopolitical issues influenced by the Mexican Revolution and the First World
War. Such shifts became especially evident in films set along the Mexican and
Canadian borders as filmmakers explored how these changes simultaneously
represented and influenced views of society at large.
Borderland Films examines the intersection of North American borderlands and
culture as portrayed through early twentieth-century cinema. Drawing on
hundreds of films, Dominique Brégent-Heald investigates the significance of
national borders; the ever-changing concepts of race, gender, and enforced
boundaries; the racialized ideas of criminality that painted the borderlands as
unsafe and in need of control; and the wars that showed how international
conflict significantly influenced the United States’ relations with its immediate
neighbors. Borderland Films provides a fresh perspective on American
cinematic, cultural, and political history and on how cinema contributed to the
establishment of societal narratives in the early twentieth century.

Film Festivals:
History, Theory, Method,
Practice
Edited by Marijke de Valck,
Brendan Kredell
and Skadi Loist
Paperback: 9780415712477
$33.56
eBook: 9781315637167 $29.37

Routledge.
The last decade has witnessed an explosion of interest in film festivals, with the
field growing to a position of prominence within the space of a few short
years. Film Festivals: History, Theory, Method, Practice represents a major
addition to the literature on this topic, offering an authoritative and
comprehensive introduction to the area. With a combination of chapters
specifically examining history, theory, method and practice, it offers a clear
structure and systematic approach for the study of film festivals.
Offering a collection of essays written by an international range of established
scholars, it discusses well-known film festivals in Europe, North America and
Asia, but equally devotes attention to the diverse range of smaller and/or
specialized events that take place around the globe. It provides essential
knowledge on the origin and development of film festivals, discusses the use of
theory to study festivals, explores the methods of ethnographic and archival
research, and looks closely at the professional practice of programming and film
funding. Each section, moreover, is introduced by the editors, and all chapters
include useful suggestions for further reading.
This will be an essential textbook for students studying film festivals as part of
their film, media and cultural studies courses, as well as a strong research tool
for scholars that wish to familiarize themselves with this burgeoning field.

Hollywood Vault:
Film Libraries before Home Video

Eric Hoyt
Paperback, 288 pages
ISBN: 9780520282643
July 2014 $34.95, £27.95
University of California Press
Hollywood Vault is the story of how
the business of film libraries emerged
and evolved, spanning the silent era
to the sale of feature libraries to
television. Eric Hoyt argues that film
libraries became valuable not because
of
the
introduction
of
new
technologies but because of the
emergence and growth of new
markets, and suggests that studying
the history of film libraries leads to
insights about their role in the
contemporary digital marketplace.
The history begins in the mid-1910s, when the star system and other
developments enabled a market for old films that featured current stars. After
the transition to films with sound, the reissue market declined but the studios
used their libraries for the production of remakes and other derivatives. The
turning point in the history of studio libraries occurred during the mid to late
1940s, when changes in American culture and an industry-wide recession
convinced the studios to employ their libraries as profit centers through the use
of theatrical reissues. In the 1950s, intermediary distributors used the growing
market of television to harness libraries aggressively as foundations for crossmedia expansion, a trend that continues today. By the late 1960s, the television
marketplace and the exploitation of film libraries became so lucrative that they
prompted conglomerates to acquire the studios.
The first book to discuss film libraries as an important and often underestimated
part of Hollywood history, Hollywood Vault presents a fascinating trajectory that
incorporates cultural, legal, and industrial history.

www.mediahistoryproject.org
A cooperative conservation and access project to
digitize the printed history of motion pictures,
broadcasting and recorded sound.

A Leader in our Field
• 1.8 million pages scanned and online. Thousands of outof-copyright books and magazines.
• Open access – free to read and download.
• Powerful platforms for search (Lantern) and data mining
(Arclight).
• Active social media presence.
• User experience improvements currently underway,
thanks to support from the Mary Pickford Foundation.

The MHDL’s collections now include…
• American Cinematographer
(1921-1942)

• Motion Picture [Magazine]
(1914-1941)

• Billboard (1894-1921)

• Motion Picture News
(1913-1930)

• Broadcasting (1931-1956)
• Business Screen (1938-1973)
• Cine-Mundial (1916-1946)
• Close Up (1927-1933)
• Exhibitors Herald (1917-1924)
• The Film Daily (1918-1948)
• Harrison’s Reports
(1935-1962)
• Independent Exhibitors Film
Bulletin (1934-1963)
• International Photographer
(1929-1941)
• International Projectionist
(1933-1965)

• Moving Picture World
(1907-1927)
• National Board of Review
Magazine (1929-1949)
• New York Clipper (1903-1920)
• Photoplay (1914-1943)
• Picture-Play Magazine
(1915-1938)
• Radio Age (1942-1957)
• Radio Broadcast (1922-1930)
• The Record Changer
(1943-1957)
• Screenland (1920-1960)

• Journal of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers
(1916-1949)

• Showmen’s Trade Review
(1939-1949)

• The Educational Screen
(1922-1962)

• Sponsor (1946-1964)

• Modern Screen (1930-1960)

• Talking Machine World
(1906-1928)

• Motion Picture Daily
(1931-1960)
• Motion Picture Herald
(1931-1948)

• Silver Screen (1930-1940)
• Swing (1945-1953)

• Variety (1905-1949)

and Many, Many More!

Leading a Collaborative Model of Building Research Resources:

A 501c3 non-profit organization mediahist@gmail.com
Founder and Director David Pierce Co-Director Eric Hoyt

House Full:
Indian Cinema and the Active
Audience.
LAKSHMI SRINIVAS
312 pages | 16 halftones, 1 table | 6 x 9 |
© 2016
Fieldwork Encounters and Discoveries
Paper $37.50ISBN:
9780226361567Published August 2016
Cloth $112.50ISBN:
9780226361420Published August 2016
E-book $37.50About E-booksISBN:
9780226361734Published August 2016

University of Chicago Press.

India is the largest producer and consumer of feature films in the world, far
outstripping Hollywood in the number of movies released and tickets sold every
year. Cinema quite simply dominates Indian popular culture, and has for many
decades exerted an influence that extends from clothing trends to music tastes
to everyday conversations, which are peppered with dialogue quotes.
With House Full, Lakshmi Srinivas takes readers deep into the moviegoing
experience in India, showing us what it’s actually like to line up for a hot ticket
and see a movie in a jam-packed theater with more than a thousand seats.
Building her account on countless trips to the cinema and hundreds of hours of
conversation with film audiences, fans, and industry insiders, Srinivas brings the
moviegoing experience to life, revealing a kind of audience that, far from
passively consuming the images on the screen, is actively engaged with them.
People talk, shout, whistle, cheer; others sing along, mimic, or dance; at times
audiences even bring some of the ritual practices of Hindu worship into the
cinema, propitiating the stars onscreen with incense and camphor. The picture
Srinivas paints of Indian filmgoing is immersive, fascinating, and deeply
empathetic, giving us an unprecedented understanding of the audience’s lived
experience—an aspect of Indian film studies that has been largely overlooked.

Film Distribution in the
Digital Age:
Pirates and Professionals
Virginia Crisp
eBook ISBN 978-1-137-40661-3
Hardcover ISBN 978-1-137-40660-6

Film Distribution in the Digital Age
critically examines the evolution of the
landscape of film distribution in recent
years. In doing so, it argues that the
interlocking ecosystem(s) of media
dissemination must be considered
holistically and culturally if we are to truly
understand the transnational flows of
cultural texts.

Besides the Screen:
Moving Images through Distribution,
Promotion and Curation
Edited by Virginia Crisp and
Gabriel Menotti Gonring
eBook ISBN 978-1-137-47102-4
Hardcover ISBN 978-1-137-47101-7
Softcover ISBN 978-1-349-50082-6
New media technologies impact cinema
well beyond the screen. This volume
speculates about the changes in modes
of accessing, distributing, storing and
promoting moving images and how they
might affect cinematographic
experience, economy and historiography.

Birth of an Industry:
Blackface Minstrelsy and the
Rise of American Animation
Nicholas Sammond
2015. 400 pages.
Cloth: $94.95 - 78-0-8223-5840-4
Paperback: $26.95 - 978-0-82235852-7
Duke University Press

In Birth of an Industry, Nicholas Sammond describes how popular early
American cartoon characters were derived from blackface minstrelsy. He charts
the industrialization of animation in the early twentieth century, its
representation in the cartoons themselves, and how important blackface
minstrels were to that performance, standing in for the frustrations of
animation workers. Cherished cartoon characters, such as Mickey Mouse and
Felix the Cat, were conceived and developed using blackface minstrelsy's visual
and performative conventions: these characters are not like minstrels; they are
minstrels. They play out the social, cultural, political, and racial anxieties and
desires that link race to the laboring body, just as live minstrel show performers
did. Carefully examining how early animation helped to naturalize virulent racial
formations, Sammond explores how cartoons used laughter and sentimentality
to make those stereotypes seem not only less cruel, but actually pleasurable.
Although the visible links between cartoon characters and the minstrel stage
faded long ago, Sammond shows how important those links are to thinking
about animation then and now, and about how cartoons continue to help to
illuminate the central place of race in American cultural and social life.

Making Cinelandia:
American Films and
Mexican Film Culture
before the Golden Age
Laura Isabel Serna
2014. 336 Pages.
Cloth: $94.95 - 978-0-82235641-7
Paperback: $26.95 - 978-08223-5653-0
Duke University Press

In the 1920s, as American films came to dominate Mexico's cinemas, many of its
cultural and political elites feared that this "Yanqui invasion" would turn Mexico
into a cultural vassal of the United States. In Making Cinelandia, Laura Isabel
Serna contends that Hollywood films were not simply tools of cultural
imperialism. Instead, they offered Mexicans on both sides of the border an
imaginative and crucial means of participating in global modernity, even as
these films and their producers and distributors frequently displayed antiMexican bias. Before the Golden Age of Mexican cinema, Mexican audiences
used their encounters with American films to construct a national film culture.
Drawing on extensive archival research, Serna explores the popular experience
of cinemagoing from the perspective of exhibitors, cinema workers, journalists,
censors, and fans, showing how Mexican audiences actively engaged with
American films to identify more deeply with Mexico.

American Showman:
Samuel ‘Roxy’ Rothaphel and
the Birth of the Entertainment
Industry
Ross Melnick
2012. 576 pages.
ISBN: 9780231159050
Paperback $32.00£26.95
ISBN: 9780231159043 Hardcover
$95.00£79.95
ISBN: 9780231504256
E-book $31.99£26.95
Columbia University Press
Samuel "Roxy" Rothafel (1882–1936) built an influential and prolific career as
film exhibitor, stage producer, radio broadcaster, musical arranger, theater
manager, war propagandist, and international celebrity. He helped engineer the
integration of film, music, and live performance in silent film exhibition; scored
early Fox Movietone films such as Sunrise (1927); pioneered the convergence of
film, broadcasting, and music publishing and recording in the 1920s; and helped
movies and moviegoing become the dominant form of mass entertainment
between the world wars.
The first book devoted to Rothafel's multifaceted career, American
Showman examines his role as the key purveyor of a new film exhibition
aesthetic that appropriated legitimate theater, opera, ballet, and classical music
to attract multi-class audiences. Roxy scored motion pictures, produced
enormous stage shows, managed many of New York's most important movie
houses, directed and/or edited propaganda films for the American war effort,
produced short and feature-length films, exhibited foreign, documentary,
independent, and avant-garde motion pictures, and expanded the conception of
mainstream, commercial cinema. He was also one of the chief creators of the
radio variety program, pioneering radio broadcasting, promotions, and tours.

The Multilingual Screen:
New Reflections on Cinema and
Linguistic Difference
Edited by Tijana Mamula
and Lisa Patti
2016. 392 Pages.
ISBN: 978-1501302862

Bloomsbury.

The Multilingual Screen is the first edited volume to offer a wide-ranging
exploration of the place of multilingualism in cinema, investigating the ways in
which linguistic difference and exchange have shaped, and continue to shape,
the medium's history. Moving across a vast array of geographical, historical, and
theoretical contexts-from Japanese colonial filmmaking to the French New Wave
to contemporary artists' moving image-the essays collected here address the
aesthetic, political, and industrial significance of multilingualism in film
production and reception. In grouping these works together, The Multilingual
Screen discerns and emphasizes the areas of study most crucial to forging a
renewed understanding of the relationship between cinema and language
diversity. In particular, it reassesses the methodologies and frameworks that
have influenced the study of filmic multilingualism to propose that its force is
also, and perhaps counterintuitively, a silent one. While most studies of the
subject have explored linguistic difference as a largely audible phenomenonmanifested through polyglot dialogues, or through the translation of
monolingual
dialogues
for
international
audiences-The Multilingual
Screen traces some of its unheard histories, contributing to a new field of inquiry
based on an attentiveness to multilingualism's work beyond the soundtrack.

Hollywood
and the Law
Edited by Paul
McDonald, Emily
Carman, Eric Hoyt and
Philip Drake
2015. 288 pages.
ISBN-13: 978-1844574773
British Film Institute.

Since the earliest days of cinema the law has influenced the conditions in which
Hollywood films are made, sold, circulated or presented – from the talent
contracts that enable a film to go into production, to the copyright laws that
govern its distribution and the censorship laws that may block exhibition.
Equally, Hollywood has left its own impression on the American legal system by
lobbying to expand the duration of copyright, providing a highly visible stage for
contract disputes and representing the legal system on screen.
In this comprehensive collection, international experts offer chapters on key
topics, including copyright, trademark, piracy, antitrust, censorship,
international exhibition, contracts, labour and tax. Drawing on historical and
contemporary case studies, Hollywood and the Law provides readers with a
wide range of perspectives on how legal frameworks shape the culture and
commerce of popular film.

Verdun:
Le Cinéma, L’Événement
ISBN 978-2365838429
Éditions Nouveau Monde
Cet ouvrage amène le lecteur sur le
champ des usages cinématographiques
de l'Histoire. Écriture filmique, le
cinéma de la bataille de Verdun a pris
forme dès l’affrontement de 1916 –
année des premières autorisations de
tournage de l’Armée française sur le
front. Les premières images animées
sont donc issues des films militaires.
Avec la fin de la Grande Guerre, le
cinéma de fiction prend le relai du
Service Cinématographique de l’Armée,
ouvrant
un
nouveau
chapitre.
Dans Verdun tel que le poilu l’a
vécu (1927), Le Film du poilu (1928) ou
l’imposant Verdun
visions
d’histoire (1928), la bataille s’expose
alors dans les récits filmés, mêlant
archives et documents de fiction.
L’auteur met ainsi en évidence la rencontre problématique entre histoire
officieuse et officielle, témoignage et mythe, récit factuel et événement
mémoriel. S’appuyant sur les thèses de Georges Duby, Paul Ricœur ou Michel de
Certeau, il fait la lumière sur ces productions filmiques des années 1920
e
jusqu’au début du XXI siècle, chez Léon Poirier, Abel Gance, Jean Renoir,
Bertrand Tavernier ou Yves Boisset notamment.
En 2016, cent ans après le début des hostilités dans les Hauts de Meuse, alors
que l’événement semble avoir déserté les écrans de cinéma, Verdun ressurgit au
gré d’un dialogue de film… Signe que la bataille, et son inscription dans
l’imaginaire cinématographique français, n’a peut-être pas tout à fait comblé les
tranchées de la mémoire.

Cinema Beyond the City:
Small-town & Rural Film Culture
in Europe.
Edited by Judith Thissen &
Clemems Zimmermann
Spanning more than a century of
film exhibition from the early
twentieth-century to the present
day, Cinema Beyond the City is
the first book to examine the
role that moviegoing has played
in the European countryside.
Hardcover: 978-1-844-5784-67
eBook: 978-1-844-5784-81

With contributions by Karina Aveyard, Daniel Biltereyst and Lies Van de Vijver,
John Caughie, Kristian Feigelson, Dörthe Gruttmann, Stuart Hanson, Åsa
Jernudd and Mats Lundmark, Matthew Jones, Mélisande Leventopoulos, Gunter
Mahlerwein, Corinne Marache, Thunnis van Oort, Tim Snelson, Judith Thissen,
Yvonne Zimmermann.
Spanning more than a century of film exhibition from the early twentiethcentury to the present day, Cinema Beyond the City examines the role that
movie-going has played in small-town and rural communities across Europe. In
chapters written by leading scholars and young academics, interdisciplinary
research is used to address key questions about access, economic viability,
audience behaviour, film programming and the cultural flows between cities and
hinterlands, in a wide range of regional studies and innovative methodological
approaches. The collection is of interest to historians of film, urban/rural studies
and cultural geography.

